=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= BEGIN MISSION  =/\==/\==/\==/\=

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
:::: in tr1 waiting for the cnslr to join the AT::::::

Ens_Daria_Longley:
::at computer console::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 %<Ens.Shore on board the shuttle craft Beagle, enroute to rendezvous with the Callisto>

SEC_Lt_Carson:
::standing with Commander Winston::

Ens_Daria_Longley:
::AT is geting ready to beam to Triquitar::

Cnslr_Rockman:
::running inot TR; breathing heavliy::

Lt_Walters:
::looks around bridge::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 %::musing about her new post aboard the Callisto::

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
Cnslr Rockman: thanks for joining us.. ::grins::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 %<Pilot of Beagle> Ens: ETA 5 mins.

SEC_Lt_Carson:
::looks at the counselor::

Cnslr_Rockman:
XO: yeah, OK.  Let's go.

Lt_Walters:
::grins at Shore::  Find a seat and get familiar with it.

Lt_Walters:
*AT*  Your status?

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 %Pilot: thank you

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Shore:Welcome

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
Bridge: we are ready for transport...

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 %<Pilot> Callisto: Permission to dock?

Cnslr_Rockman:
::fidgeting in the transporter pad::

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
at: shall we proceed.... lets go to the hall of 7

SEC_Lt_Carson:
::steps up on pad::

Cnslr_Rockman:
XO: just be careful, there is some deception here.

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Beagle:: Dock ready for you

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 %<Beagle> Out

Ens_Daria_Longley:
::Monitoring the AT::

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
Cnslr rockman: understood. once i get clearance from Capt french we will proceed

Goo_AGM:
<French> *Winston* Procedd.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 %::giggling::remembering all the mischief she and Daria got into at the Academy

Ens_Daria_Longley:
::Hmm! Shore should be on the bridge soon::

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
*capt french: we are ready for transport on your mark...

Lt_Walters:
*Winston*  Keep me posted with updates.

Goo_AGM:
<French> *Winston* Stop bothering me Number One and just beam down.

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
Capt: aye

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 %::feels a slight job as shuttle docks::Finally the Callisto!

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
TR Engineer: Energize

SEC_Lt_Carson:
::stands waiting for transport::

SEC_Lt_Carson (Sound - transporter.wav):

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
TR Engineer: energizing sir... ::beams::::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
::appears on Triquitar::

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
::energizing::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 ::gathers carrisacs and assorted gear::

Cnslr_Rockman:
::shivers as transport completes itself::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 ::exits shuttle craft::

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
%:: energizes in the Hall of Seven::::

Lt_Walters:
Langley:  monitor comm with the AT; keep me posted.

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::looks around::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 ::checks bags with shuttle bay crew::

Cnslr_Rockman:
::looks around to take in the scenery::

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
*Walters: we are here

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Lt:  aye

Goo_AGM:
SCENE: The Hall of Seven is enormous.  Three beings await the AT, one looks like a large spider, another is a larger caterpillar-like creature, and the third looks like a fat human baby with wings.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 ::gets directions to nearest TL::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::shudders at the sight of the spider::

Cnslr_Rockman:
::whispers::Insects.  Why did it have to be insects?

Goo_AGM:
<Spider> Greetings, I'm the representative of the First.  

Ens_Daria_Longley:
::monitoring comm With AT::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::nods::

Goo_AGM:
<Caterpillar> Greetings, I'm the representative of the Fourth.

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::holds fear of spiders in check::

Goo_AGM:
<Cupid> Greetings, I'm the representative of the Seventh.

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@Species: Hello I am Cmdr Winston XO of the USS CAllisto... The Federation is here to help you mediate your dispuite as requested

Lt_Walters:
::looks slightly bored sitting in chair::  *Shore*  Hmmm, I've trust you made some progress with the shipshod records down there.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 ::enters TL:: <computer> Bridge please

Cnslr_Rockman:
::waits back to observe the reps::

Goo_AGM:
<Seventh> If you will follow us, we will answer all of your questions.

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@7: aye... 

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Lt: on my way to Bridge

Goo_AGM:
MOVEMENT: The First, Fourth, and Seventh Reps walk slowly, cause the caterpillar is very slow.

Cnslr_Rockman:
XO::Whispers::I recommend caution.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 <computer> Bridge

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@Cnslr: noted.. keep me informed

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::overhears the counselors warning::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 ::exits TL:: Capt: Ens. Shore reporting for duty

Lt_Walters:
Longley: You are monitoring signals from the planet?

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Lt. Walters: yes sir

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@::enters commands to the Callisto via tricorder and infomrs them to keep lock and continusly scan surface:::

Lt_Walters:
Shore:  Nice to meet you.  ::grins:: And I'm not the captain, Shore; just the bridge officer in charge.

Ens_Daria_Longley:
::so far I'm getting good signals from the AT::

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::Adjusts tricorder to scan for more life forms::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Lt: Sorry new at this

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@::following the species::

Lt_Walters:
Longley:  Let me know if you detect anything......unusual.

Goo_AGM:
@<Cupid> My name is Cue-Ped, we are so grateful that you arrived so swiftly.  We've been scared ever since the Fifth killed off the other three.

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Shore:  good to see you again

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Lt: excuse the greenhorn

Ens_Daria_Longley:
LT: Yes sir

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Daria: long time no see

Cnslr_Rockman:
::stiffles a giggle at the name::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::walks behind the XO and counselor, keeping an eye out::

Lt_Walters:
::glances between them:: You know each other?

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Shore:  take a seat

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@Cupid: I presume you have some sort of proof to back this up? 

Goo_AGM:
@<Spider> Cue-ped is correct, the First hatchlings have been terrified and have refused to emerge from our birthing cocoons

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Lt:  Yes sir we attended the academy together

Goo_AGM:
@<Cue-Ped> That is why you are here, we cannot figure out the Fifth's device, and they are not willing to share with us its specifications.

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::tricorder scans are inconclusive::

Lt_Walters:
Ah, excellent.  It's always nice to have some continuity in your first assignment together.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Lt: we were in the Academy together

Goo_AGM:
@<Caterpillar> Chare-Lot(The Spider), you were always melodramatic.

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@upid: do you have any data that we can analyze to somehow pinpoint this decive?

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::wouldn't mind getting a look at this possible weapon::

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Lt.: I'm picking up some strange vibrations from the Planet.

Lt_Walters:
::studies them to see that they're keeping minds to business.  Anything from the AT, or scans, Longley?

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::trying real hard tokeep from snickering::

Goo_AGM:
@<Cue-Ped> We have a few, but we, the three remaining, do not pursue technological advances like the Fifth or the other three.

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Lt:  In an area about 100 KM from where the AT transported to

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Lt: May I take Med. station 1?

Lt_Walters:
Shore:  Please do.

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@Carson: please contact the callisto and ask science to prepare to do some anaylisi

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Lt: aye

Ens_Daria_Longley:
::monitoring vibrations

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@XO: Aye sir

Cnslr_Rockman:
XO::Whispers::Sir, my tricorder scans are not registering properly.

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
Cnslr: hmm keep trying and keep me informed 

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 ::walks over to Med 1:::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
*AT to Callisto* Please inform science that we will be sending data in a uplink shortly.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 ::nods to Daria::

Goo_AGM:
@<Chare-Lot> Inchy, I am not melodramatic, I'm just frightened.  With the Second Gone, we three no longer have any protectors.

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Cnslr: Are you picking up any strange vibrations>

Lt_Walters:
Shore:  I'd also suggest that we look to preparing to the AT with a Medical component........  We won't dispatch additioonal personnel unless the AT indicates its needed, but I like to be prepared......

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::nods back at XO::

Lt_Walters:
Langely:  Please slave Science to your station, and prepare to upload the data.  Inform Winston when you are ready.......

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::overhears Longley's transmission, opens up tricorder and scans::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Lt: aye want to check on some files......

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
Cnslr: can you get a link with the callisto and use them as a scan transponder?

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::stops walking to hold stomach after hearing the latest name::

Ens_Daria_Longley:
::slaving science to my console::

Lt_Walters:
*Winston* What is the situation there?

Goo_AGM:
@<Inchy> Commander, the Fifth refuse to talk with us.  They never have, they have always dealt with us three through the Second, who were much stronger.

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Cmdr:  ready to upload information

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::catches up to XO::

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@*walters: so far we are still on a fact finding and introductry sessions

Lt_Walters:
::considers Winston's words::  *Winston, acknowledged.   Keep me posted.

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@Inchy: how did the second become extinct.. all at once or over time?

Ens_Daria_Longley:
::uploading data::

Cnslr_Rockman:
@XO: there seems to be some sort of dampening field here.  It's preventing uplinmks, but not comm signals...strange.

Ens_Daria_Longley:
*Winston* Ready to upload data

Goo_AGM:
@<Inchy> Winston: The Second's death was much more sudden than the Third's or the Sixth's.  The entire population died of intense radiation posioning as far as we can tell.

Ens_Daria_Longley:
*Winston* Do you read me

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@cnslr; hmmm try using all available methods. maybe we can find one spectrum that is not being dampened

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@*Science on the callisto; please begin a radiation check of the planet...

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::nods again at XO::

Ens_Daria_Longley:
XO: Aye sir

Ens_Daria_Longley:
::begins radiation check

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@*longely; acknowedged.. please stand by

Ens_Daria_Longley:
::waiting for information from cmdr Winston::

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@*carson: please upload the available data to the allsito

Ens_Daria_Longley:
XO: no radiation signatures are detected at this time

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@incy: how did hte others become extinct?

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::messing around with tricorder and getting frustrated::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@XO: Aye sir *Callisto* prepare for upload

Ens_Daria_Longley:
::thought I was read for the data before but am now ready::

Ens_Daria_Longley:
**Winston** upload sir

Goo_AGM:
@<Chare-Lot> Winston: The Third died of a disease that caused their gas-bags to explode.

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@:;starts to upload data to the Callisto::

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::turns tricorder over on its back and gives it a good whack::

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@Charelot: gas bags to explode?

Ens_Daria_Longley:
::receiving data from cmdr Winston and the AT::

Lt_Walters:
Longley:  When you have a moment, advise me on the possibility of modulating frequencies to obtain a secure channel to the AT members; not detectable to the other parties.  Your scans of the planet should have identified their capabilities.

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::grim at the thought of bags bursting::

Goo_AGM:
@<Cue-Ped> The Sixth died because the Third died, the Sixth and Third were symbiotic.

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Lt: I have obtained a secure channel.  When you are ready sir

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::checks the frequency that Carson is using::

Goo_AGM:
@<Chare-lot> Yes, their gas-bags exploded.  The Third lived in the air, they collected hydrogen from the atmosphere and heated it in their gas-bags to remain afloat.

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@147: i think it is time to meet the 5th ... is there a way we can contact them/

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::frowns and shakes head::

Ens_Daria_Longley:
:: check computer modulation and finds secure channel:

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@Cnslr: may i have a word with you?

Lt_Walters:
Longley:  Inform the commander via secure channel that we have established private comm.

Cnslr_Rockman:
@XO: Sure.

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@*Callisto* upload complete, did you get the data?

Ens_Daria_Longley:
*cmdr Winston* What is the status of the AT sir?

Goo_AGM:
@::Cue-Ped starts to cry:: It was horrible... the fluffy Third would just burst, and the furry little Sixth would fall to the ground, dying immediately.  Their button eyes wide with fright.

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Sec Lt. Carson:  data received

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 ::runs files on the inhabitants of planet Triquitar::

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@*Longely: so far so good... keep doing all scans you can think of.. check all bands and do subsurface scans ...

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@*Callisto* acknowledged

Ens_Daria_Longley:
*cmdr*:  We have a secure channel.  Begin on alpha 235 frequency sir

Goo_AGM:
@<Inchy> Winston: That is where we are heading, the Council of Seven Chamber.

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@::;motions for the cnslr to come over in private::: Cnslr: what do you think of this ?

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@Inchy: aye....

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::moves over to XO::

Lt_Walters:
CMO:  Status?

Ens_Daria_Longley:
*cmdr Winston* did you read my frequency order.  It's alpha 235 sir

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 ::makes notes in files from AT info::

Cnslr_Rockman:
XO: well, there seems to be a very selective filed surrounding the area.  I need to do more scans.  As for...

Cnslr_Rockman:
XO: the story these people are weaving?

Cnslr_Rockman:
XO: I'm not sure.  It seems like a fiary tale to me.

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@*Longely; yes i did. we are now on a secure channel

Ens_Daria_Longley:
*Winston* aye sir

Cnslr_Rockman:
XO: I don't believe in fairy tales.

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@cnslr: doesnt everythign anymore..... 

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::stands none too close to the spider::

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@:::enters the council of 7:::

Lt_Walters:
Longley:  Any word from the AT?

Goo_AGM:
@<Chare-Lot> ::Begins to absently knit a small shawl with her webbing::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Lt: Perhaps the Council of 7 would allow me to talk to their medical personnel?

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Lt. Walters: The XO has entered the COuncil of the 7

Ens_Daria_Longley:
I believe the entire AT is with him

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Lt: I think maybe this may be a bioengineered weapon

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@:::looks around::::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::walks behind the XO::

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::continuing toscan the dampning field::

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Shore:  That was my thought also

Lt_Walters:
Shore:  I didn't quite here; say again?

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Shore:  I am getting some readings of a biocellular device that is transmitted by sound waves

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::does a reading on the dampening field to find any kinks in it and it's size::

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@Cnslr; the building itself migh be the cause of the dampening cnslr.. ask one of the sec personell to accompany you outside for a sec

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::raises eyebrows at latest readings::

Goo_AGM:
@::Chare-Lot, Inchy, and Cue-Ped stand around.. waiting for the AT::

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::Grabs Carson to come with outside::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::walks over to the Counselor:: Rockman: what does your scans show?

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Shore:  Do your readings concur?

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::ack!! grabbed again::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Ens:Yes....sorry was checking something else in files

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@::catches up with the others::

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Shore:  May I report to the Lt?  Or would you prefer to?

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::follows Rockman, giving him a dirty look behind his back::

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::walks quickly out of the building hoping Carson is keeping up::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Ens: Daria will you?

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@147; is the 5 here now?

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Shore:  Yes

Goo_AGM:
@:: Everyone Enters the hall of Seven and sees a short man with a red beard, in a green suit and hat smoking a pipe::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Ens: still a little nervous.....LOL.

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::begins scanning the exterior of the building::

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@::goes over to the green suited man and does the protocol thing:::

Goo_AGM:
@<Lucki-Chairmms> Will ya looky here?

Ens_Daria_Longley:
*XO* : There appears to be a bio cellular device that transmits with sound waves

Lt_Walters:
All stations:  Report current status.

Ens_Daria_Longley:
*XO* It causes cellular destablization of the species

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@greensuited: hello im Cmdr Winston Xo federation officer of the Callstio.. its a pleasure to meet with you

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::brings up tricorder to confirm Rockmans readings::

Goo_AGM:
@<L-C> Dee Wimps got new pr't'cters.

Goo_AGM:
@<L-C> Commander... you aren't here fer me gold are ye?

Cnslr_Rockman:
@CArson: Look at this!  The field is localized on the inside.  But it moves along with the beings.

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@l-c; we are not the protectors. we ahve bene asked to mediate a dispute between you adn the 147s

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::turns back to make sure the Commander has atleast two sec personnel with him::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@Rockman: I concur

Goo_AGM:
@<L-C> Aye, de wimps needed help... as always.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Ens: would you check my calculations?

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 ::transfers info to Daria's station::

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Lt: Walters: I have relayed the data to the XO that we are dealing with a bio-cellular device

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::turns to check on the commander again:: Rockman: I think we should join the XO?

Goo_AGM:
@:: The 1, 4, and 7s take their seats... not saying anything::

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Lt: With high frequency sound waves it seems to cause a bio cellular breakdown of the various species

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::nods:: Carson: I agree.  I need to tell the XO about this.  I hope my suspicions are wrong.

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@l-c; do you know of the accuations the others claim youre guilty of ?

Goo_AGM:
@<L-C> So... what's dere problem?

Lt_Walters:
Longley:  Any evidence that this device is affecting the natives?  You might investigate the possibilities with the Doctor.

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::grabs Carson and heads back inside::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::grabs Rockman and heads back to the Xo's possition::

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Lt: You mean the remaining 4?

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Lt: or our AT?

Goo_AGM:
@<L-C> Aye... de wimps, tink we killed the three.. it tis a lie.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Lt: would like to coordinate info with medical personnel on planet

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@l-c: they claim that you have created a device that is wiping out your neighbors on this planet....

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@:;arrives back in the hall::

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Shore:  The Lt would like to know if the device is affecting the natives?

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::arrives just behind Carson::

Goo_AGM:
@<L-C> Aye... we created a d-vice.  To pr'tect our gold.

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::thinks she'll have to show Rockman one of her special holoprograms::

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@:::looks over to the 3::; 147: here is an opportunity to vice complaints with the fives... do you have anything to say?

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Ens:Yes it is

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::walks over to XO and waits for an opening::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Ens: somehow it is changing their cellular structure

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@l-c: to protect your gold?.....

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Shore:  That's what I thought

Lt_Walters:
Longley:  Arrange with the CMO to coordinate an additional contingent to the AT, a Med team, just in case.

Goo_AGM:
@<L-C> We've been telling dem for centuries... not to touch our gold.

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::points at other two sec personnel to spread out and take up positions on either side of the Xo and Rockman, while she stands just behind them::

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@147: have you been touching the l-c's gold?

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Shore:  We need an AT (med team) to be on the ready just in case

Ens_Daria_Longley (Sound - #.wav):

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::taps XO on the shoulder::XO: if I may...

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Ens: Ok will have them ready

Goo_AGM:
@<Cue-Ped> We don't touch their gold.  We don't mine.

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@Cnslr: be my guest.. but please use decorm

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Shore:  That's an affirmative

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 ::opens a channel to sickbay::

Lt_Walters:
Longley:  Notify Wilson, and let him know this is intended purely as a precaution

Goo_AGM:
@<Chare-Lot> But they claim that all the gold on Triquitar is theirs.

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::nods::turns to the fives::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 <Sickbay> stand by for an AT to the planet

Lt_Walters:
*Shore*  Make your way and prepare to beam upon acknowledgement from Wilson

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@chare-lot: do you have any claims to the gold in the mines?

Ens_Daria_Longley:
*Wilson*  Sir a Med team is on the standby just in case they are needed

Cnslr_Rockman:
@5: Since we have no interest in your gold, may we see this device of yours?

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 <Sickbay> prepare several field trauma kits...just to be safe

Goo_AGM:
@<Chare-Lot> The three of us do not mine at all.  The Second did, and shared it with the Third and Sixth.

Lt_Walters:
*Shore*  Proceed with your team to TR3; standby

Goo_AGM:
@<L-C> Over my dead and bluidy body.

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::thinks that all these numbers are confusing::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 #Sickbay: report to TR3

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Lt: aye TL3

Cnslr_Rockman:
@5:  we only wish to see what a marvel it is that you have created.  We promise not to touch it.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 ::turns off reader, gets up and walks to TL::

Goo_AGM:
@<L-C>.. hmm... Only one of ye may see it.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 ::enters TL::<computer> TR3 please

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@l-c;....aye...

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::again would love to get a look at this device::

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::turns to XO: it;s your call, Commander.

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Ens Shore:  Transport when ready

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 <computer> TL 3

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 ::enters TL3:: checking gear

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@cnslr: I think I need to see it... you stay here... get me a clue will ya

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 ::gets on TL pad:::

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@goes with l-c:::

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Ens Shore: please keep your tricorder on the secure channel

Goo_AGM:
@<L-C> Commander... stand close te me.

Cnslr_Rockman:
@Carson: keep your tricorder locked onto the XO's signal.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Ens: ready to transport

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@l-c; aye.... cnslr: keep a lock on me...

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@Rockman: Already have it

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Ens: will do Daria, thanks

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Shore:  be careful

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::doesn't like the idea of the XO leaving the area without Security along::

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
@::stands by l-c:::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 ::feels transporter taking affect::

Cnslr_Rockman:
@::using tricorder to trace transport of XO::

Goo_AGM:
@::When Winston stands close to L-C, L-C begins a little jig, his wooden shoes clicking on the floor, at the completion of the jig, the two are beamed away::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 ::it tickles::

Lt_Walters:
::listens to the chatter around the bridge::

Ens_Daria_Longley:
::monitors the comm::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::hears a transport behind her::

Goo_AGM:
&::L-C and Winston appear in a mine chamber::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 ::materializes on planet with AT::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::turns and see's the CMO appear with her team::

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
&l-c: so where is this device

Ens_Daria_Longley:
::shore and the med team have arrived on Planet::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::nods to Ens. Parker to escort her here::

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Lt:  The med team has arrived

Goo_AGM:
&SCENE: There is a big machines... with wires running to the veins of gold in the walls::

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
&::turns on tricorder in poclket:::

Cnslr_Rockman:
@Carson:  Sam! I've lost the Commander!!

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Lt:  Conslr say he's lost the Cmdr

Goo_AGM:
&<L-C> Dis... is to make sure no one touches our gold.

SEC_Lt_Carson:
<Ens. Parker> Shore: If you will follow, I will escort you to the rest of the AT

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 @::nods to Ens: Parker and follows him to the AT::

Ens_Daria_Longley:
*Shore* your signal is weak.  Are you reading me?

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
&::::looks at teh wires.... what does the machine do l-c?

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@<Parker> ::joins the AT::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Ens: Yes but there is some interference

Ens_Daria_Longley:
::Fiddles with the comm controls:: gets the transmission back on line

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 @::joins the AT::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::turns and greets the new CMO::

Ens_Daria_Longley:
*Shore* I read you fine now

Goo_AGM:
&<L-C> It makes a "mo-le-cu-lar dis-rup-ting" effect.. on all the blasted eediots who touch our gold.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 @::takes out tricorder and scans the area::

Cnslr_Rockman:
@Carson: the Commander's transport seemed to lead underground, but I have no coordinates.

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
&l-c; now why would you want to do that?

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::motions Ens. Parker to take up his previous position::

Goo_AGM:
&<L-C> Tis our gold.

Lt_Walters:
Longley:  The beamout proceeded without incident, I presume.  Let's maintain a secure transporter lock.

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Sec: Have you figured out what is going on here?

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Lt: I'm still picking up the vibrations from with in the planet.  They are getting stronger

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@::checks tricorder:: Rockman: I have no coordinates either ::concerned::

Lt_Walters:
LOngley:  Try to locate the commander, but maintain lock on the rest of the team.

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
&no why woudl you want to do that to the molecules of the people who touch your gold/

Lt_Walters:
Longley:  Elaborate.

Ens_Daria_Longley:
::Lock on the the rest of the AT while looking for the Comander::

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@CMO: We are still gathering date and waiting on the XO to return

Goo_AGM:
&<L-C> Cause tis out gold... and dey keep mining it.  We told dem eediots not to.

Cmdr_Winston--XO:
&what do you do with the gold?

Cnslr_Rockman:
@Carson: the dampning filed has also condensed around an area just outside my tricorder's range.  That might give us a clue.

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Lt:  The bio-cellular vibrations are coming from within the are where the AT is

Ens_Daria_Longley:
Lt:  They seem to be getting stronger

SEC_Lt_Carson:
@Rockman: excellent, we could trace the dampening field if needed

Ens_Daria_Longley:
::scans the planet to locate the Commander

Lt_Walters:
Longley:  Indeed........  ::considers::

CMO_Ens_Shore:
 Sec: I ran some test with Ens. Longley seems it may be a bioengineered weapon

Goo_AGM:
=/\==/\==/\==/\==/\= PAUSE MISSION =/\==/\==/\==/\==/\==/\=
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